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Welcome! 

 

At first it may seem unusual and even out of left field; archetypes as 

MEDICINE? 
  

Especially when you consider a lot of spiritual/conscious people don't regard 

archetypes that highly - often valuing them as stepping stones or even as a block 

to enlightenment, yet I'm here to open an entirely new possibility and to 

showcase how overlooked and CENTRAL archetypes (and their alchemical 

power) can be to even miraculous healing, transformation and makeover. 
  

Although I’m not talking about archetypes as ‘physical’ medicine or ‘Western 

medicine’ in that kind of healing sense; rather issues in the realm of 

consciousness, personality, trauma and identity...I think you’ll be pleased with 

these insights and new possibilities that have really been with us since ancient 

times. 

 

We're looking beyond the concept of laughter as medicine and leveraging the 

Jester; that can definitely work...rather we're going deeper. 

  

Many may view something like the Goddess movement and its superficial 

influence of 'insta-culture' as passé while overlooking the deeper, authentic 

truths of ancient Goddess consciousness itself for example. Yet even this is 

archetypal in a derivative fashion. 

  

The 'Sacred Goddess' meme archetype that's been going around is a more 

modern, distorted archetype like the 'Tuluminati DJ' or the 'Fake Shaman'; yet 

this further shows us that archetypes are everywhere.  

  



But don't be fooled by the power of the true, ancient archetypes (and those who 

hold them) just b/c some have been appropriated or distorted in lesser or fake 

fractals! 

  

Usually with spirituality, the focus is on someone's own soul growth while not 

really consciously realizing or understanding that archetypes hold IMMENSE 

power and beauty not only for quantum identity transformation, true soul-self 

signature expression and captivating allure, but also for healing and living on 

your most authentic, highest timeline....and this includes the realm of the 

archetypal subconscious that Jung refers to.  
  

As I've mentioned in other places and in alignment with Jung's definition; 

archetypes are iconic aspects within the collective unconscious. 
  

People often tend to externalize archetypes as 'outside of themselves' (including 

Christ and Satan which is an extended exploration) rather than harness them as 

powerful healing and transformation resources or even being aware of what 

archetypal codes (and thus qualities) they may already have. 

  

I didn't even mention the possibilities with archetypes for radically evolving 

your love life or transfiguring your light body with ancient sacred union codes 

from the Grail archetypes. 

  

And yes; we're talking about trauma processing, healing and releasing included 

JUST from knowing how to properly and powerfully work with archetypes 

(including on affecting the anima and animus). 

  

Bypassing distorted modern archetypes; 

  

There's much more to Princess, Queen, Lover, Eros, Soul Warrior and Magician 

than we ever knew - ANCIENT powers....GREAT treasures already exist for you 

to harness for miraculous transformation on all levels of self as truth-signature, 



encoded 'icons' of consciousness within the collective of the immortal masculine 

and feminine.  

  

Archetypes can essentially pose as their own authentic transformational 

prescription (as consciousness medicine really) based on your unique situation 

or path. 
  

Having a way to work with archetypal magic (into embodiment) brings in all 

the power of ancient lineages for alchemy; consciousness and identity 

transformation as well...powers that are usually taboo or out of reach. 

  

After doing 100's of paid archetype activations and producing leading archetype 

attunement meditations in my Beloved Devotion (with a prime Feminine 

Archetype for 2 decades of quantum awakening); I've seen the healing effects 

and magic that masculine and feminine archetypes can have on people.  

  

I've worked with the transformational effect on consciousness for myself as well 

as with their authentic image and presence makeover qualities.  

  

Archetypes are CENTRAL and practical components of professional charisma 

and alluring beauty btw...I mean really, we could literally just call that 

'Archetypal Beauty'; that which is comprised of the archetypal LIGHT codes and 

their vibe-truth and light-truth signatures that literally appear in visual image. 

Archetypes are everywhere and are core secrets not only of Beauty but of real 

social power and influence (and this means in your favorite celebrities). 

  

When worked with properly, archetypes are effectively miraculous and 

powerful for transformation and makeover; the thing is however that most 

people don't value them properly enough to see how they could powerfully 

support AND they don't know HOW to work directly with their leverage for 

transformation. 
  



It doesn't help that there are value conflicts around archetypes out there and 

that many are coming from a psychological perspective. 
  

Even outside of the worlds of story-telling, fiction and professional acting (of 

which archetypes are effectively a core component IN the Arts of theater, tv and 

film acting); 
  

I'm fully convinced that archetypes can be used for spiritual growth, personal 

growth, transformation and even as medicine for healing - and profoundly so 

with that for 'normal people' who are open enough to working with them. And 

I think I already mentioned Beauty or Charisma MAKEOVERS. 

  

Imagine the soul-based version of you but with ARCHETYPAL powers to allow 

a fuller expression of your unique soul signature. What WOULD the Goddess or 

King version of yourself be like? How would that power have influence on 

others when you walk in the room? On attracting fans, clients or subscribers? Of 

opening new opportunities? 

  

Archetypes and finding a way to work with their magic and medicine for 

yourself can do very powerful work. 
  

Have social anxieties around people? 
  

Prince doesn't. There's your answer. Boom! 
  

> Embody authentic Prince codes and Prince consciousness.  

  

(You don't have to wait to be ordained per se if you're not born into a lineage). 
  

And we'll talk about it more, but what's blocking people is they are fighting at 

an identity level of egoic self that doesn't work with archetypes b/c then it only 

expands their EGO and their ego (and conditioning) IS the main block. 

  



And again; this power is available even though many view them as 'stepping 

stones' or distractions on the soulful path to enlightenment or connection to 

source; especially those who are more about Unity consciousness or 'everything 

zen' (which can also lead to worldly, integrative value conflicts and bypassing of 

wounds, sexuality and so forth). 

  

So spiritual people often have their own resistances, issues like conflating 

distorted archetypes with pure ones or lack of understanding around archetypes 

and their raw power and beauty (while often valuing everything zen). 

  

For most people however, archetypes and their IMPERSONAL powers and 

universalized qualities (including super-natural sexuality) may seem entirely 

'out of touch' with us and thus we never get to tap into their transformational 

power to radically change our lives for the better into greater satisfaction, 

recognition, alignment, influence and spirit-aligned success (not to mention the 

ridiculous benefits to allure and charisma)! Did I mention how it can transform 

your love life? 

  

A lot of the popular disconnect has to do with the personalized, consumer lives 

most people lead that doesn't require them to take on greater power or beauty. 

  

Famously; a lot of people doing archetypal work take a psychological awareness 

OR a backwards 'behavioral modeling' approach (imo) to archetypes or they'll 

try on a Halloween costume and dabble a bit but never truly integrate these 

powers as part of their own soul self-embodiment and expression.  

  

In my experience however; a dabbling or psychological/analytical approach 

makes it difficult to actually EMBODY their power and essenced beauty filtered 

through the true soul self and the literal light-truth and vibe-truth that 

comprises someone's presence and professional image. (I had to find a way to do 

such work). 
  



After all; archetypes are a MAJOR practical secret to REAL charisma and allure 

transformation work and results. Just reference movie star, rockstar, starlet, 

goddess, wizard, diva and so forth. Almost all of what Billy Idol is/was IS 

archetypal...and the thing is that others can fill that role as well in THEIR soul 

expression (or templating and conditioning with that identity). 

  

But we don't give ourselves PERMISSION to be like gods b/c that's essentially 

what archetypes are (which include Eros and Aphrodite). 

  

There has to be ways in which to actually work with and apply archetypal 

power within the subconscious anima and animus rather than merely being 

controlled non-consciously by these aspects while assessing them consciously. 

  

Even actors and actresses often find indirect, secondary ways to connect to or 

channel and embody archetypes (including with costuming) but yeah; they're 

often indirect methods at very best (this is also where my brand Sexy Chi comes 

in to support most directly). Dressing and posturing like a Prince for Halloween 

or an acting gig is going to help support then indirectly channeling or 

embodying Prince consciousness moreso than NOT doing it but it's still not that 

reliable. 

  

Again; 

  

For most of us, archetypes remain 'out of reach' and 'out there'..."Look at that 

ordained Prince (William, ie.); it must be nice for him but I could never feel 

worthy of being a prince; I'm Joe Bloe from blue collar Alabama (ie.)" 

  

Again; we don't always give ourselves permission as adults to play with this 

power like we did when we were younger (and the other major thing is that we 

don't have a way).  

  



It's not really about the title of 'prince' itself; it's about the TRUTH, the presence 

and consciousness itself that IS available potentially to anyone but there we go 

and externalize it again. 

  

Do you think Prince the Artist (R.I.P.) gave himself permission to take on Prince 

codes? Ha! You betcha. It gave him immense leverage for his own expression 

and identity. Prince the artist could be archetypally valued primarily as Prince-

Eros. 
  

The psychological personality aspect of archetypes may be interesting, but is just 

the surface. I was more interested in the 'real deal' and the physiological 

congruency and truth-vibe where people FEEL and know that he or she is the 

real deal (after all you're going to be tested by other high status or powerful and 

beautiful people to weed out posers). 
  

I wanted more than just temporarily trying on an archetype for Halloween. 

  

How do we really BECOME that powerful and beautiful authentically without 

'faking it' or being a 'poser'? This is a question I asked myself from my teenage 

years. Because you know that we can FEEL when it's real and I'm sure you've 

felt someone walk in the room who had that 'it' factor. 

  

Often; 

  

We get caught up in the politics of whether Megan Markle is now a princess or 

not; the point is we don't give ourselves permission to take on that type of 

identity for *ourselves* normally b/c we have out conditions, externalization and 

labels around it without realizing that there are underlying energetic and 

behavioral truths about the archetypes that are universal. 

  

(There IS archetypal conditioning in society including with ie. Disney princesses 

but that is an extended foray). 

  



Everything here; it becomes a personal vs. impersonal consciousness and 

identity conflict;  

  

"Who am I to take on true Erotic/eros consciousness and allure? Who am I to 

have such divine self-confidence in ANY and all social situations?" ie. 

  

We defer instead to our conditioning, programming and egoic self that doesn't 

know what that experience really is (meanwhile Prince and Princess already 

know and ARE it). 

  

And I'm sure you know what archetypes are by now but to revisit; it's best to 

consider and contemplate archetypes as (collective, known) truths; impersonal, 

essenced and iconic truths of the impersonal masculine and feminine 

consciousness because that's what they really are in their purified form.  

  

Superheroes btw like in DC and Marvel comics and movies are essentially their 

own archetypes with larger than life projected qualities. 
  

Because archetypes are immortal and impersonal aspects, thus effectively divine 

(and PRACTICALLY essenced chi codes)...they have immense power and beauty 

b/c of their a-locality.  

  

Famed psychologist Carl Jung says they're from the collective unconscious but at 

this point in history, we've become more aware of them consciously as well. I've 

become quite good at accurately recognizing archetypal beauty and charisma 

where and when it exists in my readings often posted to my fb wall or story 

feed. They have their own visual signatures. 

  

Archetypes are essentially encoded as collective truths within the universe or 

source code 'omniscience' (of which we are all connected in spiritual truth).  

This is the pantheon of Magician, Diva, Priestess, Shiva, Shakti, Catholic Saints, 

Greek Gods, etc. Kings and Queens. 
  



Since archetypes have impersonal light 'codes' which influence consciousness 

and literal light (painting it with their signatures); any and all of us have 

potential access to any amount of archetypal power and presence b/c we are all 

connected to the source field. 

  

If one could 'crack the code'; this could resolve the age-old dilemma of 

personality based 'fake-acting' archetypes vs. being authentically embodied with 

archetypal power, charisma or beauty for example. It's just that there's usually a 

tendency to focus on the physical and behavioral aspects and body language of 

archetypes; this is LIMITING and backwards b/c it really starts with the light 

coded truth itself that then plays out into the lower dimensions. 

  

And as we know the very best acting isn't acting it all; it transcends it BECAUSE 

OF authentic, congruent embodiment and expression true to the character (and 

ie. their archetypal qualities) and as we know movies are FILLED with 

archetypes of heros, villains, kings, magicians, lovers, etc. 

  

Archetypes as known collective and mythic truths agreed upon in the collective 

unconscious historically (+ different cultures and religions often have their own 

archetypes like Durga and Shiva); they are alchemical in their purest, 

quintissential forms. Again; they are LIKE gods and if you put ALL the power of 

Diva into one place you would melt in the power and beauty of Her presence 

(ie.). 

  

Their core aspects are crystalized in higher dimensions (as light-coded chi) yet 

still mutable in the sense that Diva is being redefined as more divas like Taylor 

Swift add to the timeline of the Diva fractal (and make Her more powerful).  

  

Exempting very new modern archetypes (like Expat, MAGA, Trans Activist, the 

upper middle aged white liberal guy from central California who looks older 

than he is with conflicted energy in his upper chakras who I think I'll call Bill); 



their truth is generally and effectively immortal. These impersonal qualities can 

be accessed and reincarnated through people through generations and eons. 

  

Many prime archetypes have been around for millennia carrying what the 

collective knows about them as true. 
  

Archetypes are powerful in part b/c they carry universalized signature aspects 

that transcend the personal egoic self and although there are different forms of 

power; true power is divine (aka 'meta-physical') and for practical purposes 

equals greater amounts of life force chi and different encoded flavors of it (that 

could be embodied in a vessel of a multi-dimensional body).  

  

Thus, there is theoretically no limit to the amount of Goddess beauty and power 

you could embody (this future of Beauty is already happening but we're just not 

conscious of it yet until now). It is then about how much of such power (aka 

'chi' or 'qi') you could hold in your own energy body as a vessel of multi-

dimensional light. (This btw is where humanity and beauty is headed; more into 

becoming stars ourselves). 
  

So; the ancient power of a King or 'the KING of KINGS' for example is 

immensely powerful and can bend light and warp DNA through the law of 

resonance to attune to its glory and majesty if one could be in the truth of its 

presence or connect to its alchemical power. 

  

On a supportive note; Viggo Mortensen in 'Return of the King' did a great job 

and it was critical that he really played that part.  
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With that said King presence is always even more powerful and basically gets 

Biblical. 
  

We only have to open up to such power - and btw religion itself can also divert 

such power onto an external deity rather than reclaiming or accepting such 

power within for a lot of people (esp. if they have a 'personalized' identity). 

  

But then when we reference 'star', 'starlet' or even 'rockstar' or 'rapstar'...these 

people have allowed themselves (and sacrificed their lower self-identity) to have 

all kinds of this signature 'power' and influence. They embody and take on more 

of this signature 'power' (chi). 
  

Even taking on the archetypal identity of 'actor' would at least indirectly open 

you up to the values of self-sacrifice and versatility of transmuting your 

consciousness LIKE an actor truly is. 

  



Even the concept of 'idol' can bring up instant religious value conflicts that 

could block someone for decades from taking on greater impersonal power and 

consciousness for themselves. "Who am I to take that on (and defy my religious 

conditioning, upbringing and limited parental expectations of my success?, etc.)" 

  

Rockstars have more charisma and much of that is all archetypal chi. 

  

Billy Idol I'd imagine didn't have value conflicts in taking on such greater iconic 

power! With that name and identity, he could more easily fill those archetypal 

shoes. Maybe if there's a biography, he may detail his transition into becoming it 

(but I dunno). 
  

Btw; Most all archetypes would have Light, Dark and Shadow aspects although 

this is really an extended exploration into each that one could take like 'Dark 

Princess' for example. 

  

The main aspect that archetypes can really effect is on self-identity (of which we 

can include the anima and animus subconscious masculine feminine aspects).  

  

And for years btw, I couldn't figure out HOW ON EARTH to give myself 

permission to be charismatic like 007, a rockstar or a prince...I really wanted to 

practically figure this charisma stuff out and yes; archetypes are a MAIN 

foundation of it and more than skin-deep Beauty itself as it relates to 

professional image. 

  

And generally (and fortunately); self-identity is the DEEPEST aspect on which 

to work for transformational consciousness (which embraces and mirths into the 

shadow realm and subconscious psyche in this aspect). For myself; I later 

realized that I was filtering everything through my personal egoic self-identity 

which generally CAN'T healthily believe it is worthy of such power. 

  

I'll likely mention it again, but most people are too conditioned to do anything 

radical with their self-identity b/c of their conditioning and the security issues if 



they change too much; thus, aren't able to open up to BELIEVING or even 

working with the power of the archetypes (and taking on their power and 

truth)....heck or even taking ON that much literal POWER (which most 

accurately is more life force chi when we put aside other forms of power like 

financial, social or political power).  

  

Star charisma essentially IS more life force chi with star archetypal qualities. 

  

Why are most blocked? They are essentially too conditioned into the 

personalized egoic shell of a self and constricted from accessing impersonal 

elemental and archetypal powers (essenced truths with signature qualities) 

beyond inter-personal communication and into spiritual and divine influence.  

  

Many people are programmed and conditioned with social, religious and 

parental expectations and implants that influence their identity, psyche, self-

perception and behavior. Mostly they wouldn't do anything to defy their 

religious upbringing as well. 

  

Ancient light archetypes however don't carry on such unnecessary weight; with 

rarer exceptions, they are free and powerful (exceptions can include simp, slave, 

beta male, etc. or other distorted cultural and modern archetypes like 'SJW'). 

Archetypes can be weaponized as the villain like 'anti-vaxxer' to be a battle 

between the 'vaxxed' and 'unvaxxed' (again; extended exploration aside from our 

medicinal focus). 

  

Thing is; archs aren't EVERYTHING but can provide a lot of general accuracy 

about certain things when seen with clarity and outside of cultural battles. 

Archetypes themselves because there are so many can provide different levels of 

truth or distortion based on what they are; that's why I defer to and prefer the 

ancient archetypes moreso than modern, culturally created ones that are often 

distorted. There's more proven truth through the centuries as compared to new 

archetypes created culturally in the past couple years. 



  

So I wanted to give some insights and context before we get more into the 

medicine part and again; all of this has to do with the awakening of divine 

masculine and feminine consciousness and ascension. Archetypes are MAJOR 

leverage points. 

  

Although this report isn't at all meant as a definitive history on ALL of the 

archetypes in all cultures throughout history or anything like that; it is however 

meant to introduce or overview archetypes as medicine (which may include 

going beyond the scope of where Jung left off in analysis). 

  

Thereby; 
  

Aligning and attuning the subconscious to divine masculine and feminine 

archetypal power (in the anima/animus) can be incredibly activating (also 

consider that some archetypes are ancient fractals and some (Grail archetypes) 

carry Devotional Reunion Codes themselves!).  

  

Remember; we're talking PRIESTESS and Eros and Lover here; all archetypes 

including primary and 100's of lesser-known ones. Sometimes the GREATEST 

life transformation may be just switching from whatever archetype you have 

been living under into one that is more soul aligned and taking on the leverage 

of that with your soul-based identity. 

  

Usually what prevents us from SEEING and valuing the archetypes themselves 

are our own conditioned filters and programs. We differentiate whatever higher 

dimensional qualities there ARE in an artist for example and LABEL them as this 

'genre' (k-pop, country) or this artist's name like 'J.LO' and we personalize it. 

We don't actually accurately SEE what's beyond and behind the labels which 

are constricting our reality.  

  

If an intelligent alien landed their spacecraft at a concert just watched a 

performance they wouldn't see the artist names and filters like we do that 



prevents us from valuing and SEEING archetypes; they would just see Diva-

Goddess-Mother for example b/c they're looking at the liberated consciousness 

BEHIND with and through the artist's presence and performance (which also 

transcends culture and race of course).  

 

They don't have filters, projections and attachments to the labels we put on to 

individuate things. 
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We see and value ‘Solar’ from ‘Mamamoo’ - a K-pop group, but archetypally 

here she is Lover-Muse. It’s worth noting that the INFLUENCE is real with 

those who have archetypal power and beauty because it literally is the REAL 

THING.  
  

Also to add to that is that we largely value beauty as literally skin-deep; thereby 

we find it difficult to go beyond the wardrobe, hair care, style and make-up 

level of conversation (including plastic surgery).  
  



The concept of 'inner beauty' is practically divorced from professional image and 

indirect at best yet when we value image as multi-dimensional light (chi), we 

can start seeing that beyond the skin there are beauty essences - much of which 

are simply archetypal essences that comprise a woman's vibe and light truth. 

  

Every major artist and most beauty influencers or celebrities have real 

archetypal stuff going on (and this is a CORE elemental component of their 

image, beauty, performance, brand and influence itself)! And most 'common 

people' do NOT - they're too stuck in their conditioned, personalized self 

experience to take on greater impersonal attributes. 

  

Again; we just don't usually value archetypes consciously b/c we have so many 

other filters and value conflicts like religion and genre filters that prevent seeing 

the higher truth without our own labels projected onto it. 

  

Archetypes on their own could individually hold a lifetime path of awakening 

and exploration of identity, beauty, power and self-expression for someone's 

own journey. 
  

Btw; it's safe to say that Taylor Swift even a decade ago has/had more Princess 

power than any 'actual' (label ordained) Princess before her in history even 

though she wasn't technically a princess. 

  

All of the fracture that could be contained within a traumatized woman's psyche 

(that keeps attracting men issues) could be healed and made whole in 

relationship to the masculine with real archetypal magic (which of course 

includes the Father archetype).  

  

She could reunify into the higher truth of the Holy Daughter, bask in pure 

Maiden-ship and then evolve into healthy Princess and Lover-Queen for 

example rather than holding onto wounding in relation to shadow archetypal 

aspects of the masculine. 

  



Archetypes on their own hold that real magic and healing power; it just has to 

be done on a subconscious, identity level for the most transformation and 

healing. 

  

Shadowy archetypes also have enormous influence over the cultural collective 

and how reality plays out; tyrant-prince, thug, gangster, predator, feminazi, 

ambulance chaser, abuser, etc. each of which share their own unique qualities. 

  

The secret to their power lies in the fact that archetypes as crystalized in 

collective conscious with their core components are ALCHEMICAL and there's 

something called the 'law of resonance' which transmutes consciousness into 

coherence with its power. B/c they are basically meta-physical truths; their 

power can be virtually limitless and aren't bound by the 3rd physical dimension. 

  

It's similar to when I entered the room of an enlightened master (or archetypal 

'guru') at an ashram in Asia and sitting in his presence, that energy field was 

alchemically affecting and altering my own subconscious and energy body 

accelerating my own path of awakening. 

  

It's also similar to when I did the first official Muse activation at an L.A. retreat 

with Gillian Pothier co-host and Muse descended into embodiment of the client 

and we were witnessing great alchemical power as She spoke to us in a language 

of light with the real-time effect of up-tuning and re-codifying my and our DNA 

in Her presence. 

  

When viewed from a Sacred Union lens archetypally; a few reunified (grail) 

archetypes alone hold miraculous alchemical powers if you just worked with 

them effectively (they are FILLED with love, power, beauty and sacred union 

codes); easily enough for lifetimes of growth and transformation. People instead 

focus on the personalized and externalized partner rather than the greater 

qualities themselves (which ALREADY EXIST in the power of the archetypes).  
  



It could also be viewed as divine masculine and feminine inheritance which you 

could reclaim and re-embody vs. living a more disenfranchised, personalized 

identity and yes, many characters through history, legend, lore and movies are 

Heroes or the Heroine (countless examples of this but just reference Katniss 

from The Hunger Games; Heroine-Martyr). 
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Even when there is IMMENSE archetypal power in front of their eyes, people 

will often instead see race, names, genres and these lower truths prevent them 

from COMMUNING and commiserating with the gods (and seeing and knowing 

higher truths). 
  

Rarely do people even understand this when they're over-looking and criticizing 

archetypes; mostly b/c they are individualizing or personalizing things through 

the soul-self valuation or other reasons...(and yet still our most powerful and 

influential people and celebrities embody archetypes!)  

  

 



So maybe try and stop saying or labeling that it's ‘Jason Momoa’ (swoon..)…and 

let’s look at more of the core consciousness, light and vibe-truth beyond our 

labels... 
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DROP THAT for a minute and instead start seeing if you can recognize what 

universal, immortal masculine signatures and qualities are there if you never 

knew his name or his work. Instead, maybe just start indirectly calling him 

‘Eros-King Warrior’ to re-shift your focus. 
  

To help us in 'seeing them', I take the primary and secondary archetype 

perspective for reading people which on their own could hold 90% of the values 

aligned path for your own soul growth ie. Shadow Diva-Queen vs. Sophia-Lover 



for example are radically different divine feminine paths of power and 

experience.  

 

If we just value the archetypal power and beauty which are higher truths 

beyond lower truths like names, genres and culture, here we see Muse-Starlet:  
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The impersonal archetypal truth is and can be ‘embodied’ in a light-bodied 

vessel (human). 

 

And I ain’t even telling you her name or group to help assist you to tune in to 

just seeing archetypes more! ;) 

 

By aligning with archetypes strategically (and having an experiential alchemical 

process to attune or integrate their power and characteristics) you could have 

infinite guidance and power for ongoing transformation. 
  

Also; it's not like you would have to lose yourself into just being a 'clone' of an 

archetype - rather the value in the work that I do is on your SOUL-BASED 

identity and the additional expansion and liberation that the archetypes and 



their beauty, presence, power and legacy can provide to YOUR unique 

expression and multi-dimensional experience (even though they could be 

leveraged as overnight shortcuts you want to be true to your highest self with all 

of this and curate your soul beauty). Your individual soul is the guide. 
  

And yes - there's a lot of leverage with K-pop Idol archetype both masculine or 

feminine btw but WITHIN THAT for the individual artists; yes, you want to 

cultivate your own signature beauty essences with all the power and service you 

are working with. Much of K-Pop and K-Beauty (beyond the 3rd dimensional 

skin) btw is absolutely archetypal b/c it’s the light and signature consciousness 

that is painting the multi-dimensional image itself (we just have to see and value 

beyond 3rd dimensional skin). 
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I've given the example of if you didn't know someone was famous but you felt or 

sensed there was 'something about them', they've got real charisma and allure 

going on (much again of which is archetypal). 

  

Even amongst the pantheon of 100s of known (and obscure) archetypes, there is 

great variability for example the difference between a Shadow-Queen or 

Feminist-Queen vs. a Grail-Queen so there's a lot of leverage to CHOOSE from 

which archetypes may help empower your path and consciousness' your 

presence, beauty, image and influence. 

  

These are highly versatile and dynamic with different consciousness and 

encoding that when embodied play out into affecting much of someone's life, 

lifestyle and who or what they attract and experience; JUST from the difference 

archetypally (while meanwhile they were filtering things through their 

personality and ego).  

  

The energy comes first; the truth of the codes that then from that source plays 

into beliefs, values, actions and behavior including physical nuances. Much of 

pro acting is working backwards to try and get to the core quintessence but 

again; we can now work DIRECTLY with the archetypes codes themselves. 

  

Consider archetypes as prime power and beauty BEHIND power and beauty. 

  

Also consider that there are feminine archetypes that are popular IN social 

programming and many women are simply running those archetypes 

WITHOUT actually having true control over the process (ie. the indoctrination 

into the very new 'Trans Activist' archetype for example and no I'm not anti-

trans - it's just that even the archetypal 3rd wave Feminist archetype is its own 

program that often distorts and blinds modern women to the truth of ancient 

and dynamic divine feminine consciousness that is MUCH more of a spectrum 

than the programming and conditioning of the Modern Feminist archetype 



which is also archetypally encoded as fractured with high masculine 

archetypes). 
  

You could even say it's the cultural Feminist archetype vs. the Tyrant-King 

roleplay that is just playing itself in a large part of modern culture but there is 

SO much more than that. Anyways.... 

  

The answer to healing, reunification, renaissance (even awakening and 

ascension) can all be looked at healthily and properly through an archetypal lens 

(again; often religion diverts the attention towards a unified or greater deity 

although often with dogma or conditions encoded around and with it including 

sexual suppression or control of sex consciousness and that power).  

  

So if you've had years or decades long unresolved issues and problems, why 

NOT finally take an archetypal medicine outlook at it? 

  

You might find that you've been living primarily AS a certain archetype like 

'wounded healer' or 'abandoned daughter', 'shadow hag' or 'lonely mother' and 

that just switching to a different archetype could be exactly the medicine you're 

looking for. 
  

Even something like '7th Day Adventist' or 'Jehovah's Witness' in their 

quintissential idealized form are their own archetypes (b/c it is in the collective) 

when we look at the ideal morals, values and virtues through their lens that 

creates and keeps the archetype alive; "Are you a GOOD Jehovah's Witness? (or 

Brand Davidian)?".  

 

Even prison gangs would have their own archetypal conception of what the 

ideal gang member would be in their flavor and cult conscience so to speak. 
  

Beyond our filters, projections and labels; 

  



Anyone who has a lot of power or beauty (like celebrities or arists) can be 

looked at archetypally to see where much of their power and beauty is actually 

coming from; and most to all of that would be archetypal which encompasses a 

spectrum of divine masculine and feminine qualities. This is effectively a form of 

energy reading and it's a form of psychic awareness that is verifiable and not 

actually too 'out there', unreliable or 'woo woo'. 
  

Jason Momoa, Sean Connery, Prince the Artist, John Stamos, Selena Gomez, J.Lo 

- all of 'em have great archetypal power. And we're talking the power of 

presence; just focusing on their presence and literal image without getting 

distracted by their work and legacy. A lot of people will focus on becoming 

famous when really, they should maybe be focused on other things which can 

include having 'arrived' star power before they might ever become famous (I 

offer 'It Girl' activations for example). 

  

Why do stars have so much power of presence?  
  

Because we aren't only individualized personalities; there are greater powers of 

SPIRIT connecting all of us and the impersonal, immortal masculine and 

feminine have IMMENSE range of power, beauty and expression that you could 

access with your (immortal, divine) soul.  

  

See...you can HAVE access and embody great (‘meta’-physical) archetypal power 

BEFORE becoming famous that will HELP you gain more recognition.  

  

Personal growth? Ha! That's for ego-centric individuals, the realm of STARS, 

power and beauty is archetypal, baby! 

  

This is the realm of IM-personal growth. 
  

Do you think that's just Shakira's individual personality on stage or far greater 

powers behind those hips? 

  



The entire concept of self-esteem and self-esteem issues takes on LEGENDARY 

levels with archetypes if one can resolve identity conflicts of self (and ideally 

have the ego in the proper place). 

  

So back to healing (and not really physical healing but issues of consciousness 

including psychological); 
  

Any issues that are related to self-identity, self-esteem, self-love, self-confidence 

there is already a powerful, worthy archetype FOR that issue (and I'll bring up 

some examples soon enough). This is where there is great medicine with 

archetypes. 
  

Unless we're dealing with shadow or many modern, distorted archetypes; the 

archetypes themselves are already ENCODED as healed, christed and resolved in 

their light and healthy dark aspects in those areas. 

  

When directly applied to the self-identity, this can equate to a simple healing 

cure and resolution when adopted, embodied and integrated (even just a 

FRACTION of the archetype's true universal power).  

 

Of course, this is well outside the scope of most healing as we know it and 

although I always got A's in high school and college psychology, I'm not a 

clinically trained psychotherapist but from what I do know; they do leverage 

archetypes through their therapy work, however they wouldn't do it in the 

same way that I'm talking about. 
  

(We now do this work literally directly on someone's energy field instead of 

with indirect and variable intention only). 
  

Much of religion and religions across the world as well as mythology are 

foundationally archetypal btw. 

  



Ideally; one just has to have a way to purely allow true archetypal codes into the 

seat of the soul and embodiment into their chakric and auric psyche itself. This 

would be the most direct, practical and ideal as well as assuring of results.  

 

It would also open a world of being able to experience God and Goddess 

consciousness (and far more active light bodies) in the bedroom which could be 

1 billion times beyond a personalized, physical experience of intercourse (this 

being called 'hierogamy'). 
  

How can they open up so much expansion of consciousness and power to you? 

B/c archetypes are alchemical truths and signature aspects of consciousness and 

light. If they are stepping stones, they get you MUCH closer to Source itself and 

the power of Communion. 
  

They are essentially their own signature ESSENCES and what really IS the 

higher truth of Beauty beyond skin-deep beauty? ESSENCE. So you'd want a 

way to work directly with archetype essences (wait until Essence and Allure 

magazine pick this up!). 

  

'Allure' itself is the literal chakric and auric breathingness of difference beauty 

essences (4D vibe-truth, 5D+ light-truth). It's just that many of these essences 

are literally archetypal and yes; now we can work with them and it's what I've 

been doing for years with Sexy Chi archetype activations; working with the 

RAW archetypes themselves, (not my 'interpretation' of them btw). 

  

Transmutation of consciousness and alchemy works on the Law of Resonance 

allowing frequencies to entrain and ATTUNE to more powerful frequencies. 

This also means that people are affected in the vibe and light truth of powerful, 

beautiful people who have archetypal beauty; like when they walk in the 

room...people are just magnetized to their real power and the powers of 

attraction are POTENT. 
  

https://sexychi.com/appointments/?am


It's kind of like the scene in the new Elvis movie (youtube clips online) where 

women in the audience start realizing he's the real thing and getting hit by his 

archetypal light-bending DNA onstage into their heart, sex and soul. 
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But you can't always be in the room with a celebrity or spiritual guru who may 

embody great archetypal power from which to 'attune' to (although this would 

be one of the great, unlisted ways). 

  

Fortunately; 

  

The method I discovered and have practiced for around 20,000 hours is known 

from a few different perspectives including 'archetypal alchemy' and sex 

transmutation of consciousness with archetypes in music videos. It allows us to 

extract and work with the magic of archetypes as transformational 

entertainment. 

  

It's also my devotional practice of sacred reunification with my Immortal 

Beloved; the Archetypal Muse (not just any muse, but Source Muse).  

  



By taking on the masculine archetypal pole of the Alchemist, I have greatly 

established an unlimited well of applied creativity as well as other archetypal 

power, versatility and practical magic. I became an industry thought leader and 

can make original new music every time I sit down to produce for example. 

  

So, I have an idea of the power of archetypes b/c I am the transformed and have 

been helping others transform for years with their power centered in the power 

of their truths.  

 

We have 100's of testimonials from men experiencing life changes and real 

results in their lives from my method of meditating with divine feminine 

archetypes (albeit mostly Muse) - and this is without women actually being 

present in the room. (The Sexy Chi site has even more modern testimonials btw) 
  

BEHOLD; you might still have religious blocks to this type of work b/c in a way 

the archetypes ARE actually like Gods and Goddess fractals, but it's not like you 

would have to worship them per se either (although there is that); it's just that 

you may have religious or religious programming value conflicts around 

working WITH archetypes and taking on such divine power and beauty for 

yourself (incl. with Sex).  

  

By exalting and honoring certain archetypes (representing divine masculine and 

feminine); you're able to actually attract and experience those powerful, 

impersonal qualities in a mortalized partner. This unfathomably enhances your 

love life. 

  

Yea; some of us cannot compromise on being in our fullest power, service and 

beauty in this lifetime for our paths (or in our relationships). 

  

So yeah; it may be heretical to do archetypal transformation and magic through 

a religious lens, yet in a way - even God from a Christian lens is arguably an 

archetype of its own! 



  

Again; 

  

As long as you are cleared up on value conflicts; 

  

We would just have to have direct and indirect ways in which to work with, 

integrate and allow archetypes to do their ALCHEMICAL (and thus 

transmutational) magic on someone's consciousness.  Their power already IS. 

 

Consumers just aren't used to BEING an alchemist to allow their consciousness 

to attune to these frequencies and what happens is by meditating with 

archetypal feminine as a masculine soul, it cultivates your equivalent divine 

masculine counterpart (thus making you more worthy, powerful and attractive 

to the divine feminine within women). 

  

Of course, religions wouldn't teach this if they already have their own 

archetypal deity to work with OTHER archetypes (and Hinduism btw has 

several known archetypes; shiva, durga, kali, etc.). Devotional attunement 

would open you up to the spiritual awakening and other transformational magic. 

  

For myself and as I mentioned before; 

  

I was always wondering 'HOW' to do real work with archetypes - because I also 

knew all of this had something to do with charisma, beauty and allure. And I 

could also see when people were 'faking it'...I wanted to find the REAL secrets 

and for me and others to BE the 'real deal' (also b/c that's what drives people 

WILD and btw a 1Direction concert with 1000's of teenage girls? That's all 

archetypal). 

  

In Medellin in 2016 I had an intention of embodying Eros  

 



 
 

...Yet, I didn't yet have the actual techniques to do it more directly in my 

awareness until the Beloved and my other guides gave me the codes after years 

of tribulation and devotion. 
  

Fortunately, I eventually received the codes and abilities to do archetype 

activations mixed with my energy work background (this was during a powerful 

ayahuasca ceremony yet after years of preparation and tribulation). 

  

It's an extended backstory but to just get the point across; 

  

Muse being one of the most powerful, senior and ancient of all Feminine 

archetypes hath bequested such Magic upon me for my continual Devotion to 

Her (20 years now and many earlier lifetimes). As I meditated to and with the 

Muse archetype, continual insights, codes, breakthroughs and creativity kept 

always coming. I was increasing my production capability and magic the entire 

time b/c I found a direct connection. 
  



Like God and Goddess ASPECTS with their own signature qualities (that THEN 

affect your own presence, beliefs, values and thoughts); 

  

The Archetypes are a PANTHEON of alchemical POWER to transform and heal 

your consciousness with closer to source, closer to reunification...also consider 

that we literally are half divine, half mortal but how much of the power of 

CONSCIOUSNESS do we allow ourselves to take on and embody? That's why 

it's good to have a reason to (transform) and work with archetypes. 

  

Here's a simple example of Halle Bailey with Muse-Princess....and put her name 

aside and we primarily can see Muse-Princess from an archetypal lens here (and 

that can change which allows me/us to help artists have more mastery). 
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Here, she has archetypal Muse-Princess in her throat on up consciousness 

interestingly yet with Goddess embodiment from the Heart down. I can say 

many other details like I do in essence readings but we’re just focusing 

archetypally here. (We can also do a 0-10 CAM reading for archetypal 

embodiment of masculine and feminine or neutral archetypes). 

  

Remember; Beauty itself is timeless and immortal...it's the ESSENCES (many of 

which are literally archetypal) that comprise this no matter what your age. This 

is the work we do. Biologically beauty may fade but you assuming you have an 

immortal soul, there's no limits to the 'inner beauty' that you can take on and 

express in your image (light). 

  

And archetypes are throughout history...the SAME Muse and Princess 

consciousness and Beauty also appeared in those who embodied it CENTURIES 

AGO LITERALLY. These are ancient FRACTAL lineages. Archetypes and 

archetype mastery is a big part of theater and film production as we know. 

  

We can reference the archetypes throughout history and their MYTHIC power 

and history; kings of yore and the virtue of the maiden for example.  

 

Bathsheba in the Bible was 7.5 in Light Muse embodiment and the Shalumite 

that inspired Song of Solomon embodied 9.2 Light Muse archetype. 
  

Consider that the power of The (Benevolent) Father and The King already exists 

for example in its purified, unconditional truth and light aspects with order, 

majesty and righteousness.  
  

Jesus Christ (who DID historically exist) would have carried enlightened levels 

of Son & Father archetypal chi that filled his presence (universalized yet 

embodied FOR humanity as Son of God), but it daresay be heresy to view such a 

thing through an archetypal lens (but why not?). 

  



I would argue that it's these truths (and their Love) that are THEN filtered 

religiously from different interpretations. The focus is on the deity or prophet 

rather than the archetypal qualities itself OF the deity; so how heretical is it to 

just shift our focus to see what else was already there?! 

  

"So, you're saying the Holy Ghost and the healing abilities are also archetypal?" 

That's for you to contemplate but yeah; all of this is mostly higher dimensional, 

not merely physical. 

  

Remember; this is the realm of the IM-personal, the meta-physical, thusly 

spiritual. Sure, there may be SOURCE God, yet aren't there also divine fractals 

as different flavors and expressions from there? 

  

Couldn't it be a key of co-creating heaven on earth? 

  

The Power of The Father-King (LIKE the archetype of Jesus Christ or certain 

Catholic Saint archetypes ie.) has the ability to transform a forsaken daughter 

within any woman into wholeness and healthiness in a split second because of 

His truth no matter what her biological (lower father) experience was.  

  

What if we could all rise into our Star-King and Queenship in our greatest 

desires? Or to awaken super-natural healing powers? 

  

That IS the true power of it, it's just that most men haven't been healed enough 

to embody such archetypal holy power that ALREADY EXISTS in consciousness 

let alone facilitate a direct Priestly connection point to such healing.  

  

Another simple example is that the archetypal power of Oracle opens you up to 

more practical psychic wisdom and intuition. 

  

Most people aren't open to that b/c we're looking for things in physical form and 

are distracted by other direct things on spiritual paths. 

  



So we do look to purer references of archetypes like Jesus Christ, but isn't it he 

who also said that we hold some of these same powers of The (Holy) Father as 

well?.... 

  

Healing abandonment, trauma, sexual wounds - all of it is possible with 

(spiritual/religious healing OR) direct archetypal medicine (which isn't 

altogether THAT different from certain forms of religious icon spiritual healing, 

etc. if we remove the labels).  

  

It could readily be argued that prayer itself is a form of communicating with, 

surrendering or attuning TO a certain archetype. Oh boy; now we're heretical 

for sure (and did I mention the suppression of the divine feminine/archetypes?)! 

  

But you might be wondering; what about the concept of 'putting no other god 

before me'?  
  

That's a deeper contemplation for each of us considering that a lot of religion 

does have its conditions and guidelines around 'how' to worship, etc. and that 

there are literally many different paths and even deities (archetypes) that could 

lead to connection to source or your highest source-truth. 
  

Archetypes are essentially God-aspect fractals (not necessarily false idols per se) 

that actually start becoming very practical in our world (lover, living a king's 

path and kingdom IN your legacy, more eros in your love, etc.). Again; the focus 

with some primary religions is the source archetype itself (ie. Buddha or Christ) 

yet even different Saints are their own archetypes. 

  

There's also the concept of discerning divinity in order to work alchemically 

with people who embody archetypes for healing and transformational purposes 

but this is an extended exploration (albeit necessary if you want to become a 

devotional alchemist). 

  

Anyways; 



  

This discussion even brings in the Holy Grail itself which I delve into the 

'Calling of the Kingmaker' book b/c through much of religion, sexually men are 

seeking 'the holy grail' and yet 'communion' is with the source spiritual 

archetypal God the Father (from a religious filtered lens and doctrine often) but 

many men feel something is still missing (aka 'the search for the holy grail'). 

  

Yet most religions historically suppress the divine or archetypal FEMININE 

aspects (uh-oh this opens a can of gummy worms!) 

  

SOMEHOW this balance actually works out for many women to be on such a 

path of Communion but feminine archetypes for awakening men or the thought 

of exalting them!? Such true heresy when we consider the ancient Sophia 

archetype (yeah this is all historical and goes VERY deep)! 

  

How is it that Priestesses and Muses (and their super-natural magic and beauty) 

were OUTCAST from the patriarchal ordered religions of the time? Is it really 

just b/c they inspired 'sin' or was it an overall suppression (even control) of the 

entire divine feminine God aspect itself? Hmm..... 
  

Yes; this power is with the archetypes that most people overlook; we just didn't 

know how to work with directly and in the energy body itself.  

  

Archetypes are a major component of awakening and ascension but we've not 

been too conscious of them. 
  

Our focus often was on specific icons or deities themselves (heck 'Madonna' was 

an archetype that Madonna the archetype took on and kind of redefined 

although there is still the pure archetypal source Madonna that you could 

connect to without distortion). 

 

 



 
Madonna (Biblical) 

  

 

 

 

 

All of this archetypal stuff connects into devotional paths as well; why do you 

think India is so RICH with all of this and devotional essence itself? Much of the 

practice is literally with devotional reverence to different deities (archetypes). 

There are also people who work with (worship) Quan Yin ie from Taoist 

lineage. 

 

 

 

 



Quan Yin 
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Again; Archetypes are like God and Goddess aspect Fractals with their own 

unique attributes and qualities (where ‘personality’ is a lower reality than light 

and vibe truth).  

 

They're not necessarily trying to be source itself, but you just might find THE 

perfect MEDICINE that you're missing in them esp. when other methods or 

paths just aren't as direct or relevant. 

  

So, if archetypes are merely 'stepping stones'; then they are potentially 

miraculous, powerful leverage points for your soul, transformation and self-



expression and transfiguration towards fullest self and towards divine source 

itself.  

  

Muse is the Queen of Celebration, Music and the Arts so perhaps SHE might be 

your prime value on your soul path.... 
  

Or...The power of a head-ripping Kali for example (literally tho) as a Dark 

feminine based archetype 
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She has IMMENSE power and signature qualities that a woman could work with 

or take on to process certain emotions or at times of her life as, etc. and it might 

just be the right kind of powerful medicine. The concept of Dancing Eros is 

another way to work archetypally. 

  

Maybe a Sophianic path in living with Her principles matches the calling of 

your heart and soul. 
  

The Vixen as the forward aspect of feminine Eros is the ultimate seductress and 

this stuff (most prime archetypes) are ancient.... 

 

 



 

Lalisa in the Blackpink ‘Pink Venom’ MV embodies a lot of Archetypal Vixen 

(mixed Light & Dark) 
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Women (in their own divine feminine awakening) could indirectly or directly 

take on these IM-personal qualities eons ago and all of this power exists now; 

moreso even b/c the archetypes have GAINED power in our collective 

conscience as well as the general awareness of them in how social media has 

empowered the meta-physical.  

 



Think of how rock concerts and social media now EMPOWER our awareness 

(and exaltation of archetypal power). Things used to be more ‘local’ before the 

advent of media and how it connects us. 
  

The Diva archetype alone is radically legendary and it is her PRESENCE 

working through the artist (even Beyonce refers to this concept happening). 
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And btw; the sexual, social, cultural and spiritual fracture between men 

(represented esp. in the Incel archetype) and the divine feminine?  

 

This is effectively ENTIRELY ARCHETYPAL and can be resolved with proper 

archetype work back into REUNION. That includes paths of Kingmaking from 

Incel-ship into where modern men can regain their self-confidence and be 

attractive as options to women. 

  

We tend to overlook the power of archetypes also because of our egos, 

conditioning and spiritual egos without being very conscious of any of the 

archetypal power or codes we already have. We have our attention and focus on 



the artist, their name and presentation themselves without detaching from their 

name and just seeing the archetypal presence which IS the higher rather than 

lower truth through our filters. 

  

Yet even still, we see signs here and there throughout pop culture with how 

many people refer to others as 'queens' or 'goddesses'. We fail to purely view 

them through an archetypal lens as presented here.  

  

Often the concept of Queen gets distorted or mixed too much with Ego-Queen 

or Bitch-Queen when the key is really to work from the SOUL foundation of 

self b/c archetypes are far too powerful for the ego alone and we know what can 

happen when that occurs. But for that latest Cardi B track? Bitch-Queen again 

might be PERFECT. 

 

 
  

With archetypes and seeing there are ALL kinds of examples (really ENDLESS 

practical examples and new ones every day of how different celebs embody 

these impersonal aspects). 

 

 

 

We can even reference artists and their own archetypal journey like early Selena 

Gomez to recent and how her presence, brand, image, beauty and 'vibe' has 

shifted through the years. (Things like this are on the Sexy Chi Blog).  

 

 

 

 

Here; Princess-Lover with a lot of Maiden... 

  

https://sexychi.com/beauty-blog/
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Knowing how to work directly with archetypes can allow women and artists 

MASTERY to work on their image, beauty, brand and performance; you just 

have to find your own reasons and have a means to work with them. My past 

clients have a lot to say on our testimonials page. 

  

Since most people (esp. modern men) are stuck at the egoic level of self-identity 

along with subconscious social and other CONDITIONING of who they are 

running the show, they find it nearly impossible to bridge the gap with 

archetypes and actually BECOMING the King, Princess, Queen or Magician.  

 

The book ‘King, Lover, Magician Warrior’ is a good reference but doesn’t get 

into practically really ‘working’ with archetypes as medicine like this. 

 



 
Available on Amazon.com 

 

So, you do want to assess for yourself if you ARE living out a hijacked or 

distorted shadow-led archetype as much of your identity (things like 'SJW' or 

'Victim') and instead connect with your soul truth and its desire (maybe for true 

freedom and liberty rather than popular acceptance) and go from there.  

 

But that's on you; just know that archetypes are powerful; even 'blue-collar 

worker' is an archetype which can have its own psychic (astral 4d) limitations 

on your consciousness, beliefs, reality, attraction and identity. 

  

There is great power in these collective archetypes which also includes great 

power to keep people literally stuck under the magnitude of its astral curse 

which may actually be more about division, control, oppression and virtue 

signaling rather than virtue. I'd simply seek a higher truth and although not all 



archetypes are equal per se, even the hijacked, distorted archetypes can have 

IMMENSE power and influence on your identity and path. 

  

We can reference how POWERFUL the BLM activist archetype (and cause) 

became and how it emotionally swayed people whether you agree with it or not. 

To connect to the collective 'cause' gave someone a sense of virtue and 

belonging similar to 'belonging' as a 'Democrat' 'Leftist' or 'Republican' yet these 

archetypes are feeding their own astral aggregate and are actually very limiting 

to someone's sovereignty. 
  

There are core archetypal values with difference archetypes that influence 

MUCH of your beliefs and behavior; so CHOOSE WISELY after assessing what 

archetypes you may be running b/c they may not really be you but instead are 

controlling things.  

  

Arguably; the 'vaxxed' archetype has misled a lot of people and some are coming 

out of the stupor of taking on that cloaked, programmed identity.  

  

They may find out later that they were under some kind of weird mind-spell 

even that caused them to behave irrationally to loved ones; this is also the 

emotional and psychic power/influence of the archetypes which carry their own 

encoded values (yet I'd add that modern, distorted archetypes like this reside 

mostly in the 4D astral realm b/c they aren't pure enough to hold true 5D Light). 
  

Even George Floyd himself became christened as a martyr archetype so my 

point here is, the more we can become aware of HOW archetypes play out as 

well as what they are, the more awareness we have and again; that's for you to 

seek out your own self-assessment as to what's really going on and how you fit 

in it all.  

  

      But let's try and get back to the medicine aspect ;) 

  



Women today by and large are much further ahead of men in the awakening of 

divine feminine power (largely including the realm of archetypal beauty and 

power). This is all testament in the presence of Goddess beauty, Starlet and 

Princess beauty and presence (as well as its confidence and self-image) that 

many women have taken on and how modern men in their personalized self 

largely feel full of anxiety in face of such archetypal power. 

  

Many beauty influencers on instagram have archetypal beauty and at this point 

we can easily do archetype consulting (I've been doing it for years).  

 

Keep following me to get more of these pop examples. I've even started my own 

archetype visual design series of primary masculine archetypes to further 

represent and explore their signatures (YES – archetypes have visual signatures 

because they are codes). 
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(Barring shadow aspects and 4D cultural archetypes); many archetypes hold a 

practical path to reunification consciousness as well as empowerment, ascension 

and healing of the sexes into Communion and renaissance. 

  

Again; the challenge is allowing oneself to (first find the right non-distorted 

archetypes) and take on the authentic consciousness of ie. King truth and 

without filtering it through the personality or ego which creates instant 

distortion or conflation (we've all seen and felt when a person with a strong ego 

gets too much power and how the imbalance is felt...that misplaced power can 

lead to corruption and tyranny b/c the ego isn't meant to be the throne seat of 

the soul). 
  

Normally, there are too many conditions, social programs, conditioning and 

identity blocks (as well as literal energetic blocks in the chakric psyche) to allow 

greater truths of consciousness to be allowed, permitted, accepted and integrated 

into one’s psyche and energy body (let alone BALANCED properly). 

  

Even being conscious of your association of taking on an archetype but in large 

part non-consciously being psychically run by a cultural archetype and its 

programming like feminist, SJW, 'activist', liberal, maga, etc. may actually be 

causing confusion and distortion for your soul itself to think clearly.  

 

Again; choose wisely and learn to see the archetypes and their shadow aspects 

for what they really are. You should be sovereign enough and empowered to 

consciously choose rather than just being run by popular but distorted or 

fractured archetypes. 

  

I recently had fun with a facebook post saying "Hmm...not a single person has 

requested the Karen archetype activation"?! 

  



But getting back to the clarity of our medicine (and in which I recommend to 

choose more ancient, pure archetypes rather than cultural, socially constructed 

and distorted ones); I've given this example for years and it showcases how 

limited someone's self-identity can be; 

  

Modern single men in general could never believe they are worthy of being a 

Prince. It was a conundrum it took me literally decades and I still couldn't 

resolve it until further along on the path...it's basically impossible to be worthy 

and that powerful through the egoic self unless you inflate the ego and that 

easily gets into dangerous territory and shadow power games. It's also why I was 

fascinated by ie. movie stars who had archetypal charisma and how THEY could 

have it but not me. 
  

But the (impersonal) CONSCIOUSNESS is potentially available to ALL of us; the 

true codes and POWER of the Archetypes. 

  

But strip away the title of ie. Prince William; 2nd in line to the British throne of 

the U.K. and what we have is Prince CONSCIOUSNESS; Prince presence, Prince 

truth. Prince Royce the artist has a lot of Prince archetype and has given himself 

permission. 

 
(Copyright belongs to respective copyright holder & used under Fair Use Copyright Guidelines) 



 

How is it that a low wage-earner in Rome ie. can have as much as charisma as 

the average Hollywood star (albeit maybe on a smaller scale)? He gave himself 

permission and that permission may have been influenced by his culture and 

environment.  
  

We think we have to become famous first like BTS to have that kind of presence 

but that's not the only way; besides I don't think you can rely on being famous 

FIRST right? 

  

But really with ascension worldwide, we're ALL on a path of becoming more of 

our own stars and that's what I see with the future of social media and the 

'competition' of being seen. 

  

So, before we can directly delve into the medicine itself (which IS spiritual 

transformational and beauty consciousness work); I'll re-mention that it'd be 

safe to say that religions themselves can get in the way of great archetypal work 

- even hindering it ENTIRELY because of the chosen or central deity themselves 

rather than the archetypes (which are like gods) taking the focus; so this means 

further reason we are non-conscious of them even if we somehow have certain 

archetypal traits. 

  

Again; most people don't allow themselves permission to take on the 

AUTHENTIC aspects (into embodiment and expression) of these impersonal 

truths and their ego gets in the way....or that they could be that powerful, sexy 

and beautiful themselves. 

  

You know who does though? 

  

Actors and actresses.  

 



They are PERFECT examples of all of this and will SACRIFICE themselves, their 

personality, security and everything to embody someone else via a character role 

whereas most people wouldn't DARE do that. THEY get to play actively in this 

realm of consciousness and become great storytellers. 

  

They give themselves permission at the IDENTITY LEVEL to undergo and take 

on radical transformation of self-identity and consciousness thus even altering 

their vibe and literal image (light) itself. And we see this in the best award-

winning actors and actresses in how they 'become' their character (of which is 

largely archetypal) and do what? EMBODY THEM.  

  

Archetypes are a prime aspect to the art and science of acting yet fortunately for 

us, still hold unlimited potential for healing and our own transformation in 'real 

life'. 

  

So, with archetypal magic and medicine; we want to work at the identity level 

of self-transformation (NOT doing so and instead working more superficially on 

positive beliefs for example will cause great resistance).  

 

Working at identity level (and really SOUL transformational levels) allows us to 

bypass cultural conditioning and the egoic lower self of who we think we are to 

take on 'greater' impersonal aspects of consciousness from the immortal 

masculine and feminine. 

  

And when we view the spiritual, sexual, social and psychic FRACTURE between 

the masculine and feminine, we finally start to see hope, truth and answers with 

the archetypes; especially the GRAIL line archetypes. The worlds and all realms 

are simply in order if Grail King and Grail Queen ruled the land, business, 

relationships, services; there would be order, prosperity and health instead of 

chaos, power abuse, struggle, etc. in those affected. (This includes the world of 

politics btw). 
  



Individually a modern man and his egoic, 'personal' identity and inner 

psychological 'game' (plus the cultural conditioning or even consciousness 

hijacking of socially conditioned or taken-on 4D archetypes) can remain 

fractured literally from the divine feminine consciousness, Her beauty and 

presence; heck, social conditioning SUPPORTS this sexual, spiritual and social 

fracture or disavowment (often for manipulative commercial reasons). 

  

Yet it's with Sacred Reunification as a path, that we can REUNIFY and become 

worthy in presence of a Grail Beauty and the divine feminine (that which could 

manifest more into ie. women themselves and a partner). 

  

As I mentioned previously; 

  

An 'incel' (involuntary celibate archetype a man can label or identify with) can 

transmute his consciousness to become the worthy, high-status, authentically 

confident, influential lover-prince for example. THE ENTIRE PATH IS 

ARCHETYPAL ALONE!  

  

And think of how his personalized egoic self with his past failures, lack of 

confidence and great rejection could ever actually feel worthy to being 

PRESENT and facing a woman who carries Goddess, Starlet or Queen codes? HE 

CANNOT! And the sooner he accepts this, the sooner he can get to the real 

power. 
  

He simply isn't worthy from that level of self-consciousness and identity 

because that archetypal power, status and beauty she carries IS REAL (and 

socially verified); she has found a way to own and integrate it as part of her 

overall self/truth. No wonder he gets anxiety (and also b/c of what's biologically 

at stake in the sperm wars AND the greater spiritual truth of Communion; being 

disenfranchised FROM the Beloved? That's deep). 

  



He has to take on a greater impersonal masculine inheritance to even compare 

to the presence of such beauty and her status (and he can't do it from his 

personality alone b/c her body and beauty is far beyond). 

  

Prince is worthy of Princess (and the women who embody this signature 

archetypal consciousness)...so maybe it's just that men have to start accepting 

their divine masculine inheritance rather than being run by ego and fractured 

social conditioning with disempowered archetypes?! 

  

It's not about resolving it in the muck and mire of the power of the incel 

consciousness (and the astral attachment implants) from a man's ego.  

  

He actually can't compare to a goddess embodied woman; the energy field is too 

strong but Lover and Prince already ARE resolved in that area; see it's not even 

about PERSONAL growth (and attachment to his egoic struggle); it's really 

about getting out of the way and allowing IM-Personal growth and 

transformation of consciousness.  

  

He just has to access his yet undiscovered Prince (really THE Prince and then 

integrate it into the mix of his true self which is SOUL based and not ego). 

  

Archetypal medicine is literally THE solution for incels (as an extreme example) 

to move from fractured, sexless, bitter, disenfranchised men into worthy, 

attractive lovers that women want to date...even into Kings. It's all 

predominantly archetypal. 

  

The answers one seeketh are already RESOLVED in the different archetypal, 

impersonal aspects themselves...we actually create impossible entropy when we 

bring 'personal growth' psychology into the equation! 

  

Again; 

  



It's all archetypal and other ways like 'inner game psychology' and 'positive 

thinking' are just bringing in massive entropy and rarely work (plus they're 

really not even sexual AT ALL).  

  

Personality has a secondary place at best in the art and war of attraction 

anyways. And the answer isn't even necessarily to become 'the Jerk' or the 'bad 

boy'; there are healthy integrated archetypes out there to embody and discover 

in a mix with his true soul self and then personality. 

  

The Grail Archetypes (like Sophia and Muse or Grail Queen) alone hold ALL of 

this miraculous power for going FAR beyond even just a natural lover into the 

super-natural realm of bending chakras and creating orgasms half way around 

the world as well as healing fractures and trauma.  
  

So if you chose ie. a 'Sophia-Queen' path it would already templatize and lay out 

a lot of the path and values for you to keep working transformational magic 

within it b/c the archetypes already have encoded values that will help you 

continue attuning to their greater truth as you transform your consciousness and 

identity..this includes any of the necessary healing along the path as your soul 

attunes to ITS version of Sophia-Queen truth, embodiment and beauty. 

  

Such is an example of archetypal medicine and it really showcases in men and 

women who are embodied with archetypal power and beauty; their presence 

influences and it would influence even if you didn't know they were famous but 

they stepped into a room. The power is real. The beauty is beyond skin-deep and 

stirs energy WITHIN people b/c of its chakra bending light (which also comes 

through in digital images like on instagram). 

  

In order to help you assess where things are at with you right now, you can 

always get a Charisma Archetype Reading (CAM) which gauges archetypal 

embodiment on a 0-10 scale of primary archetypes (or any others upon request). 

 



Here’s an example of a CAM reading where 10 would be the maximum possible 

embodiment for a human (enlightened) similar to Hawkins Scale of 

consciousness.  

 

 
 

Numbers above 5 really start getting into the archetypal power and 0-5 are 

weaker and more personalized or distorted. True archetypal power and 

influence begins around embodiment of 7+ (this is a quantitative scale). 

 



Those Archetypal Embodiment & Expression (CAM) readings are included in 

the paid Beauty Essence Readings I do on site - OR you can get a free 1-2 

primary secondary archetype quick read by me upon request (like in my FB DM 

with no further obligation); that only takes me easily less than a minute when I 

get to it. 
  

Having an idea of your current archetypal strengths can give you more 

awareness of where you're at and where you may want to go for your spiritual 

growth, your business, your brand or beauty itself based on the medicine that 

different yet particular archetypes already provide. 

  

Now that we've overviewed quite a bit...to get to the applied actual magic and 

MEDICINE...to really get to make the connection with archetypes and make 

them intimate and integrated, let's talk about HOW to get real transformation 

for yourself that the archetypes can proffer; 

  

There are two 'best ways' to work with archetypes for transformation outside of 

any devotional religious paths that I've discovered.  

  

All of these are very experiential and make it 'real', because remember that we 

have to AFFECT your psyche itself, not just analyze things consciously while 

remaining separate (nor backwards model them). 
  

The #1 BEST way I've found for others is: 

  

1. Archetype Activations 
  

I may be a bit biased because it's the work I do (to be frank), but *by far* these 

are the most DIRECT way to experience archetypal magic and medicine; the 

real transformational stuff of upgrades, makeovers and quantum shifts. You can 



search the world and you won't find anything more literally direct and 

consistently reliable to work with archetypes. 

  

With archetype embodiment activations we are bringing the light-truth and 

vibe-truth aspects INTO your energy body itself (including your aura and 

chakras/psyche). 
  

More specifically; we are accessing, invoking and distilling the pure archetypal 

codes from Light aspects (as well as Dark aspects on demand) of the zero point 

field and/or collective, universal consciousness directly and LITERALLY into 

your energy body itself. Again; it's just the most direct and intimate way possible 

that ENSURES the connection and results (although results may vary also based 

on a person's readiness, energetic health and ability to receive the codes). 

  

Instead of dressing up, putting on the archetype's make-up and accessories while 

behavioral and posture modeling (a backwards approach); activations instead 

essentially brings in their raw, unfiltered truths, chi, power and beauty aspects 

as authentic ESSENCES that THEN influence your behavior, thoughts, image, 

etc. as it enters the seat of your soul (soulstar chakra) in the psyche cauldrons of 

your chakras and aura itself (also influenced by your Human Design). 

  

After all the best acting isn't acting; it's become real and it's when they reach 

that ESSENCED based level of embodiment of the character. 

  

The archetype activations I didn't learn from any mortal (although it does 

integrate a few things from Reiki and Chi Kung); it's a specialized process that 

Muse Herself has taught me after also guiding me to work with different 

incarnate masters like Grandmaster of Chi Kung; Master Zhou. Through years 

She has opened up and initiated me to work with all archetypes. 

  

You can discover more about my background on SexyChi in the 'About Rion' 

section, but basically there is a direct process that we can do in about 20 minutes 

https://sexychi.com/about-rion/


(including foundational energy healing work) that ACTIVATES the archetype 

into your embodiment (presence) and expression (allure or charisma). 
  

Fortunately; at this point, I have done 100's of these paid activations and am not 

aware of anyone who does them direct like I do. I'm also the first one in the 

world that we know of to start doing (Gene Key) Gift & Siddhic DNA 

activations which like archetypes are a core aspect of your allure or charisma. 

  

So whether you would ever want to work with me or not, archetype activations 

are a PRIME choice b/c of how they directly affect your energy field itself 

without question or doubt.  
  

Getting an activation is a temple space level experience. 

  

With that said; 

  

Some people may confuse archetypes with channeling entities or black magic; 

no. The way I work is bringing in pure light codes of the actual archetypes 

invoked from the collective un/conscious source field *entity-free* without 

distortion or interference (where it takes extra precaution when doing Dark 

archetype activations). I only value the truth and the purity. 

  

These are always done in sacred, pristine, pure temple spaced (including for 

Zoom or remote sessions which are most of them). I always ensure I myself am 

energetically detoxed, clean and protected before entering space and have my 

rituals for the multi-dimensional work (which always requires explicit 

permission b/c we're essentially working with your soul throughout your energy 

body). YEARS of work can often be done in mere minutes. 

  

In my archetype activation sessions (available individually on the Appointments 

page https://sexychi.com/appointments or in the Allure Makeover Package); we 

always do a thorough growth maintenance energetic detox in every session 

before the activation sequence itself.  

https://sexychi.com/makeover/


 

With your approved angels and guides as well as mine; we're going through 

your chakras and aura to clear things out and make space for the archetypal 

essence to literally be more embodied in your chakras and aura. I still always 

share psychic details and notes about your session afterwards in either written 

or verbal format. 
  

If you are called to archetypal medicine and magic (transformation) for any 

reason, archetype activations may be for you. Our process includes health 

maintenance (including anti-aging) as well as archetype embodiment and 

expression activating (for allure and charisma). 
  

This 'archetype activation' experience (or if you can find it through someone 

else like one of the upcoming Muse Priestesses) gives you the most direct 

possible experience and I say this because attunement work CAN be activating 

but it does NOT assure an activating experience like activations themselves do. 

  

Results can vary but I have seen phenomenal results and even life-change 

makeovers in solo sessions as well as the results people get - and yet also some 

are more subtle. You can read from many testimonials on site @ 

https://sexychi.com/testimonials/ 

  

The entire concept of Archetype Activations is perfect for the entire world of 

professional performance entertainment and the arts as well as what I see as the 

evolution of the beauty industry itself where beauty influencers will start 

getting into archetypal beauty and image transformation. Many of my past 

clients have been women on a path of awakening. 

  

Yes; Muse Priestesses will be fully trained and initiated to do any archetype 

embodiment activation as well. There's not anyone else I can recommend 

directly for this direct and specialized work also b/c it requires very special 

mastery, experience and initiations. 



  

With that said; there are also 

  

2. Archetype Attunements 
  

These are SPECIFIC audio or video meditations you can use to experience 

archetypal medicine, healing, makeover and transformation with certain 

archetypes. I list the link below. 

 

I'll first speak to archetype alchemy which as I've mentioned before with music 

video; is a process of transmuting your consciousness in relation to the power of 

different archetypes. 

  

This is what I actually do the most and it's MY personal favorite b/c I've done it 

far more than direct activations on myself; 

  

BUT you have to understand I very well may be the grandmaster alchemist of 

media and music (and sex transmutation with music video); this is my preferred 

format (b/c I can get activated FROM it!) but you can also do it sitting with a 

guru or someone who is holding great archetypal power (or if your partner has 

it, etc.).  

 

Archetype Alchemy is attuning your consciousness, psyche and identity TO be 

more coherent in resonance with the field of an archetype and their power and 

beauty kind of like being a smaller, weaker tuning fork that then picks up their 

frequency and resonates with more amplitude b/c of the connection.  

 

As you are influenced; your consciousness and DNA is transmuting you become 

more ‘similar’ to that power and its qualities. As you accept and integrate it as 

part of who you are, you have more of those same qualities. This concept is 



similar to the ‘5 friends you hang out with most’ or ‘being equivalent to the best 

closest friends’ concept.  

 

Being around that power influences your beliefs, identity, self-image and 

everything. If you hung out with stars, you’d become a star so to speak except 

that being an alchemist is more conscious process b/c you know what you’re 

doing and have control over transmuting your identity by leveraging different 

archetypes consciously instead of non-consciously or like a consumer (who 

doesn’t value themselves as equal to the archetype themselves). 

 

Being at a rock concert is being influenced by archetypal power; the thing is 

again that most consumers don't allow themselves to be EQUAL to the power of 

the rockstar to awaken and attune their star self in a relationship of coherent 

synergy; instead, the star remains on the pedestal (or stimulus to your response). 

 

Attunement is really about creating COHERENCE so as you meditate to ie. 

Prince, you are AWAKENING and attuning your Princess (this is literally 

what’s happening at 1Direction concerts, etc.).  
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With attunement and archetype alchemy you want to be affecting and engaging 

your emotional and energetic body as relational equal to the archetype; this 

allows a process of growth into more power yourself as its counterpart in 

masculine or feminine ie. 

  

Be aware that this process of experiencing archetype medicine consciously is 

really its own art and science; you get in relationship to an archetype 

SOMEHOW and then let the magic occur through entrainment. I've trained on 

this for many years with my Natural Grounding method of sex transmutation 

(archetype alchemy/meditation) with music videos of divine feminine 

archetypes. I've literally sold paid resources on how to do it in that format 

(where I'm a/the master). 
  

But it's similar to sitting in the presence of an enlightened guru as well (or a 

celebrity for that matter)...their field is influencing yours on a deeper level. 

  

Consumer consciousness is nowhere near able to use such archetypal medicine 

for transformation on major levels consciously (although they will indirectly 

and non-consciously experience benefits being around the energy of those with 

archetypal power in resources). Archetype alchemy and consciously practicing it 

is really a temple space practice in which you can bring in all kinds of 

technique, ritual and supportive magic to support your process itself. 

  

The main thing with archetype alchemy is that you really have to become a 

powerful alchemist and since most people are conditioned consumers, they don't 

know how to do the real transmutational magic with media and music. It's best 

to learn from an experienced master to extract such archetypal magic and 

medicine through transmutation esp. if you just can't be in the live presence of 

someone with the power. 

  



Here, I may introduce the concept; however because it is its own world, this 

isn't at all meant to be TRAINING on how to do archetypal attunement 

alchemy. 
  

With that said, archetype attunements themselves can be in the media form of 

audio or video meditations. These can be with specific archetypesand can be 

incredibly effective to help you ATTUNE to archetypal power essentially 

allowing your consciousness to become more coherent with its powerful field 

through the Law of Resonance.  

  

I've created different archetype attunements on my Powerliminals channel as 

well as the Guided Yang Attunement 7 Archetype multi-media Powerliminal 

meditation paid resources. They're different meditations b/c they are truth-

based and more influential because they are alchemical in nature. Transmissions 

FROM archetypes whether in visual, audio or live can be life-transformative as 

you become a better alchemist able to receive their attunement itself and be 

affected. 

  

Because archetypes are so powerful, they are alchemical in their influence; they 

bend light, influence, sway emotions and do this by people just being near them. 

So yeah; if you can't be in the room with someone who embodies great 

archetypal beauty or power, we can use other resources like photos, music video 

and audio meditations or vocal transmissions to 'attune' to them.  

 

I won’t go into it here b/c it requires more training, however there are MANY 

music videos I can reference that have different divine feminine archetypes 

active. When you qualify and value music and music videos not on the artist, 

genre, etc. from a consumer, personal lens but really just on the different 

archetypes to cultivate YOUR impersonal consciousness AND you know how to 

experience temple space alchemy (like I'm also training the Muse Priestesses); 

there's room for great magic. 
  

http://powerliminals.com/


That means women can meditate to images of archetypal masculine putting 

their resistances around the celebrity's 'personal' issues, etc. and CONNECT to 

the archetypal power and then magic just starts happening through the law of 

resonance in your meditation. 

  

So yes; archetype alchemy with music, images, music video and meditations gets 

advanced and I wouldn't train on it here (I do have the http://thevaultseries.com 

to get more of an idea and this is a core practice of sex transmutation of 

consciousness itself).  

 

My method of Natural Grounding archetype alchemy meditation with music 

video IS archetypal alchemy and you can learn about it more, however I’m not 

listing it here as an official recommendation because it’s not that popular with 

women yet (taking on the alchemist pole) and even in our underground, it’s 

mostly male alchemists who have a reason to get into it. Again; it’s very 

powerful but let’s keep it simple for you for now. 

 

This 2nd recommendation officially related with archetype alchemy is a very 

distinct form of it called Archetype Attunements.  

 

These make it much EASIER and more direct for you to just dive into archetype 

medicine WITHOUT having to become a trained archetype alchemist. 
  

Fortunately, there are specific archetype specific attunement meditations that 

you can use. Browse whatever is available @ 

youtube.com/c/powerliminals/videos 

  

I can only reference mine b/c I know they are of alchemical grade quality and 

I’ve been sanctioned to work with archetypes professionally. 

 

Phwew!.... 

http://thevaultseries.com/
https://youtube.com/c/powerliminals/videos


  

A secret bonus tip would be if you can somehow attract a lover/partner with 

great archetypal energy, you can experience great growth and benefits from the 

tantra of the two of you.  

 

It's easier for most people to have their energies affected when the 3rd 

dimension is involved which also makes the meta-physical alchemy I do unusual 

and more advanced. 
  

Now...before you move into archetype medicine you may want to get some 

consulting to see where you're at first. 

  

I do archetype consulting all the time when people go ahead and book an 

Activation (Beauty Appointment) session with me; there's always room at the 

start for us to work with you and decide on which archetype activation 

(although you can have an idea of one going into the session).  

  

We ALWAYS decide on an archetype between me and a client that feels right; 

trust me, I'm very good at this (seeing, knowing and consulting while working 

with you). 
  

Another thing you might want to do after some contemplation on different 

archetypes is to pick 2 archetypes; a primary and secondary off of which you 

would want your beauty consciousness and growth to go in (that direction); for 

example, Goddess-Lover or Eros-Queen.  

  

Then you could seek out resources which further help that transformation (like 

activations and attunements - or becoming an archetype alchemist of your own - 

as well as more superficial image, style and 3d fashion accessories). I do have an 

underground FB group of archetype alchemists actually which are mostly men 

who practice my method @  
  

https://sexychi.com/appointments/?am
https://sexychi.com/appointments/?am


https://www.facebook.com/groups/sxenergytransformationalentertainment 

  

That and my FB wall and storyline as well as our blog can give you more 

archetype READINGS of people. 

  

btw; I've done and can do archetype embodiment readings for anyone 

(including in history) and I always do live consulting at the start of every session 

to help people determine which archetype activation best fits someone's path 

right then.  
  

The archetypes themselves lay out an evolutionary path such as from daughter 

to maiden to princess to queen yet everyone's path might require DIFFERENT 

archetypal medicine for different reasons. You may not end up valuing Queen in 

this lifetime and that would be ok if you’re on your path anyways. 

 

(Of course we have more descriptions of popular archetypes ON 

the Sexy Chi website itself @ https://sexychi.com/archetypes/ 
Also the site itself will expand & integrate more on archetypes from here 

forward including visually!) 
  

Having a 1-2 arch reading for yourself can give a quick general idea of your 

current strengths and then choosing a 1-2 archetype path to grow into...this is a 

good transformational strategy. Even for the most influential A-List celebrities, 

this can really be 'the' thing to do for yourself...you might really want to explore 

more of something you're NOT been after being who you are for so long. 

  

So, you can get into archetype attunements and activations to leverage 

Archetypal Magic & Medicine. If you're an actor, you may want to consider 

these for more mastery of your craft when it comes to embodying different 

characters believably b/c it's the ESSENCE of it that makes it believable and real 

(like Christian Bale in 'The Fighter' ie.).  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/sxenergytransformationalentertainment
https://sexychi.com/archetypes/?am


 

Characters usually have their own archetypal aspects or influences (which can 

include conflicted, shadow traits that would relate with millions of people).  
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Archetype work is also for you on a spiritual path, a performance arts path or 

even for having greater beauty and image influence, expression and 

mastery...maybe even if you just want more charisma and are in politics or the 

corporate world. I've had clients from many different fields. 

  

So #1 (if you just can't be 'in-person' with someone who embodies archetypal 

power or beauty) is Activations. 

 

Then I also talked about becoming an archetype alchemist where YOU are 

selecting examples of archetypes from pop media or the arts and then doing 



transmutational magic, but that's a rarer step that requires extended training, so 

I gave you a more direct, usable one with; 

 

#2 is Archetype Attunements such as some of my Powerliminals 

 

The 3rd best reliable way (imo) is the way in which most people have worked 

with them (including actors and actresses) and the way in which I've inferred 

before: Indirect embodiment or channeling through intention.  
  

I gave that example of me embodying some Eros BEFORE I had the energy work 

abilities to work directly with archetype embodiment and expression activation. 

 

To me; this option is still better, more reliable and accurate than backwards 

behavioral modeling and posture adjustments; yet even at best, this method can 

be unreliable unless you have found a way to master it and make it work for you 

like if you're an experienced actor. 

  

And there are other ways to work with archetype medicine.  

 

You might somehow find an environment that is rich with a certain archetype 

that you can just immerse in like if there was a Maiden Festival or something (I 

can't think of any examples right now). Burning Man and taking on the 

archetypal 'Burner' identity has its own signature qualities that energetically 

allows for radical self-expression ie. 

  

You may want to see if there are certain archetypal lineages that you could be 

initiated into like the Rose Lineage for example but b/c all archetypes don't have 

such a thing I couldn't put it as my number 1 choice. (There is the Muse 

Priestess lineage now btw and this leads to direct initiations, training, 

immersion and transformation ;) 

  



The more archetypal allure or charisma you have, the more you're going to 

attract and influence others (generally speaking) and the more fully you're able 

to live your higher timelines and express your soul self. You may want to keep 

learning to see and READ the archetypes visually like in other celebs or beauty 

influencers (make sure to just keep following me!). 

  

But there are also other teachers who embody archetypal beauty or power that 

you can connect with and this is another possible way to experience archetype 

medicine.  
  

Gillian Pothier for example; has the Feminine Eros program that works in her 

specialized way (also as a trained psycho-therapist) that works with archetypal 

transformation. With that said a lot of her influence is from her archetypal 

radiance and Eros-truth transmission itself so it creates an alchemical field or 

chamber for transmutation of consciousness with those women yet includes 

teachings and also question and answer but the magic is really a lot through 

attunement + teaching insights from lived truth or experience. 

  

What about people who are focused just on general healing or connection with 

source? Arch work may not be for you but you would just want to see if/when 

and where it fits. 

  

If there is a guru or leader who holds a specific archetypal quality, maybe 

joining their immersive program but just being mindful that the focus is almost 

always on other stuff and you would lose track of the core focus of archetypal 

medicine BUT the medicine of just being in their field can be influencing you as 

arch medicine.  

 

Can you think of some examples for yourself of what I'm referring to? What 

industry leaders and what would THEIR archs be? Can you start seeing things 

through an archetypal filter (which generally leads to higher truth)? 

 

https://feminineeros.com/?rion


Even Beauty Influencer has become its own archetype. How about looking at 

people you know Richard Branson, Peter Diamandis, Natasha Graziano, Kim 

Kardashian, Pete Davison (Jester-Star) and gain more archetype awareness 

yourself and start qualifying them on their primary and secondary archetypes? It 

can be done! 
  

Remember; it's your SOUL that you want leading the show on a spiritual path 

(which includes deconditioning and dissolving egoic constructs of 

self/consciousness).  

 

A simple secret to power and beauty is archetypes. 
 

The larger your vision or purpose, the more reason you have to sacrifice the 

smaller egoic self and take on larger than life, immortal, impersonal qualities 

from these God-aspect fractals (like stars). 

 

Even if you are desiring greater mastery of beauty and image influence, your 

soul's deeper desires can lead this (and again; you may be living out 4D distorted 

archetypes that are actually oppressing your greater beauty, power, truth and 

freedom). 
  

Your true immortal self...your truer identity (the soul as compared to the 

conditioned ego-self) has the potential to take on unlimited divine power and 

consciousness (aka feminine Beauty).  

 

Thus, it is the soul that can give permission to righteously take on the power and 

worthiness that the archetypes already hold. Sovereignty should be the 

foundation and the archetype activation work's energy clearing and detox 

always helps with that. 
  



Soul-self again is different than an inflated Ego-King for example and what it 

does is GIVES YOURSELF permission to allow your SOUL to embody and 

express as IT desires from the pantheon of immortal divine masculine and 

feminine signature consciousness. 
  

Some people view archetypes as crutches (or false idols) and yet even still - these 

very same people are also yet embodying OF different impersonal and iconic 

aspects of consciousness anyways...they simply choose not to value them. 

  

Ok! 

  

So let's look a little more directly at the HEALING aspect, power and potential 

of direct archetype work (b/c indirect at best is unreliable). 

  

Diagnosing. Here's an idea of what archetype prescription could be served. 

  

Let's look at it through this simple lens with a short and indefinitive list; any 

issue or trauma would also have an archetype (or more) as its literal healing and 

solution. 
  

Feeling old, dull, un-vitalized? 
  

Prescription: Maiden (Maiden activation & attunement) 

  

Sexual shame, trauma, abuse still stuck in sub/consciousness & psyche 
  

Prescription: Eros, Goddess, Sophia, Lover, Vixen 

  

Social anxiety, unworthiness, self-esteem issues? 

  

Prescription: Prince and upon that foundation perhaps Sex Icon (activations & 

attunements) 

  



Want more psychic power, wisdom and intuitive access? 
  

Oracle, Sage activations 

 

More mastery and magic? 

 

Mage, Magician, Sorceress attunements or activations... 
  

Co-dependency towards sovereignty? 

 

....Queen activation with lots of energy and implant releasing 
  

Abandonment? 

  

Princess Sophia Father for example.. 

  

So that gives you an idea with just SOME examples. Remember the archetypes 

are already encoded with their collective truths and remember that Einstein 

quote; “You can’t resolve a problem at the same level of consciousness it was 

created?” Archetypes have their own encoded consciousness and light codes 

which already are transfigured in comparison to someone suffering different 

issues. 
  

Maybe you are a male Incel, AFC (average frustrated chump) or 'Beta-male' who 

desires sexual worthiness, attraction and an attractive partner yet you can never 

get out of your stuck energy field? Those are archetypes and identifying as it 

keeps you under their spell and control. 

  

That's the astral implants and POWER of the Incel archetype field and it's vibe-

truth itself keeping you owned; your 'personal power' or positive thinking isn't 

powerful enough to super-cede the archetypal program and its grip on your 

psyche and emotions. 



  

Ultimately get on a Kingmaking path including Prince and Lover archetype 

work while having your Warrior SLAY the Incel. KNOWING that it's 

archetypal you can get on a direct path and have the GODS fight it out so to 

speak! 

  

You will spend literally years or forever trying to figure it out in your own stuck 

inner game never figuring out how to compare to the true power and beauty of 

women (b/c it is real b/c they are embodying archetypes more than you) while 

you are under the spell of the Incel archetypal identity (or maybe just a ton of 

fracture FROM your divine masculine inheritance with cultural conditioning 

just garbaging up your chakric psyche and communicating nothing to women so 

they can't feel you and when they do it's 'eww').  

  

Trust me on this; I've worked with men for 15 years and have seen all this. If 

you were on a path of Sex Icon for example; this is RADICALLY different than 

identifying or having the archetypal reality of 'beta male' or 'simp'. And 

meanwhile you thought it was all your inner game? Ha! 

  

Heck; even the PUA (pick-up artist) archetype had built in struggles and 

anxieties as the subculture collective crystalized its avatar from lived 

experienced; very different than 'the Natural' archetype who didn't have to 

approach 100's of women. 
  

It takes a god to compare to the level of beauty some women are archetypally 

embodying now (and if you're a woman you might be aware of this and how 

many men seem left behind). Such women are transcending themselves (and 

culture generally supports this) LIKE real goddesses, local starlets, etc. with 

greater social influence and men just can't compare. What do to? Reclaim your 

divine masculine inheritance! 

  



So be careful taking on an archetypal identity because it can leave you stuck OR 

liberate you for years and decades. 

 

Archetypes as God and Goddess-aspect fractals are a prime leverage point and 

even though sexual presence is a big part of the equation; some archetypes 

already carry that power, you'd just have to let go of your inner game grip and 

release conditioning and junk stored in your psyche while making more room 

for archetypal embodiment itself unless you want years more of struggle.  

 

Just watch out for the shadow and cultural archetypes which can powerfully 

limit you however...look for the ones that are already representative of where 

you want to be and envision yourself (maybe with Lover-Starlet beauty ie.). 
  

So yes, there are different prescriptions you could take based on whatever your 

actual challenge really is.  

  

Got a prime issue that requires healing, resolution or 

transformation?  

 

Look for the relevant archetype that already is healed and THRIVES...get to 

know the archetypes more consciously and 'seeing them'.  

 

Then start working with attuning, activating, embodying and integrating that 

impersonal truth into your energetic embodiment (includes psyche).  

 

YEARS or decades of work can be done theoretically within mere seconds if you 

were just BLOWN AWAY by the truth of the already existing reality of the 

presence of any archetype and allowed your consciousness to attune to it as 

coherent.  
  



It would rewire who you are. The nuclear POWER of that literally lies in one 

single freeze-frame of a man or woman embodying alchemical levels of 

archetypal power or beauty (as you become more ONE with its Truth).  

 

You would just have to become a master alchemist to really starting getting the 

magic OR get direct embodiment activations for example. 

  

Again; it helps knowing where you are kinda at. Then consciously knowing 

what each archetype represents and then making a connection with the truth of 

their magic itself; integrating it into your subconscious and consciousness. 

Again; I can help you directly strategize on that at the start of a booked session 

(appointment/activation) itself. 

  

The activation process (my recommendation of choice) includes detoxing, 

removing trauma, attachment, miasma, entities and blocks to make more space 

to bring in the archetype's presence through your soul into embodiment so 

people can start FEELING and SEEING the true power and beauty flavor. 

  

This can radically amplify your charisma or allure and give you much greater 

depth of influence and attraction on people, clients, lover, subscribers, etc. 

  

Yes; men and women working with me in the direction archetype activation 

process over the years have had good to life changing and amazing results (often 

literally within the hour or overnight) and people notice it about them. 

  

 

 

The archetypes bring us closer to source... 

  

 

 

 



 

 

With that said thanks for reading this ‘book’ on Archetypal Medicine...feel free 

to share it with others! 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-Rion Kati 
Archetype Alchemist, Transformational Allure & Charisma Consultant 

SexyChi.com 

 

p.s. Archetype activations available (from the entire gamut and I've done some 

obscure ones!). Remember you can always just book a session or 3 package (or 

the Allure Makeover) and we’re able to consult at the start of a first session! 

  

https://sexychi.com/?am
https://sexychi.com/appointments/?am


 

About Rion 
 

Discover more about me (Rion Kati) here on Sexy Chi 

 

You can also get a feel for me on my FB profile by following or with a friend 

request and browsing around. More juicy stuff is revealed to ‘friends only’. ..See 

who is in my circle, posts, etc. 

 

 

Testimonials 
 

Discover some Rion testimonials here 

 

 

More About Archetypes On-Site 
 

 

 

Archetype Activations Available 
(Just book on-demand, I’ll send you the calendar link for scheduling and then we can consult 

at the start of session or send me a FB DM first) 

 

Did you know that archetypes (although a major aspect) are just PART of your 

overall beauty essence (and consciousness)? Discover more on-site! 
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